Docker Community All-Hands

Join us as we bring together Docker staff, contributors and users to share product updates, recognize contributions, and ask questions to Docker’s leadership team.

Register Now

We’re thrilled to announce that Canonical will now distribute its software through Docker Hub as a Docker Verified Publisher.

Read Blog

Docker Compose is now available for AWS ECS. See how new features make deploying from Docker Desktop faster than ever.

Read Blog

As part of our transition into sustainability, we’ve implemented pull rate limits. Get the facts and figures behind our efforts.

Read Blog

Snyk vulnerability scans can now be run from the Docker Desktop CLI, providing better tooling for deploying secure apps.

Read Blog

Workshop: I Didn’t Know I Could Do That with Docker - Python Developers

Attend the workshop for a walkthrough of setting up your local python environment.

Workshop: I Didn’t Know I Could Do That with Docker - AWS ECS Integration

Watch the on-demand workshop to see new features for Docker and AWS ECS.

News & Content

Docker’s Next Chapter: Our First Year
- Pro and Team Subscriptions Embrace Docker Desktop
- Updated Snyk for Open Source Software Projects
- Docker V2 Github Action is Now GA
- Set Up Cloud Deployments Using Docker, Azure & Github Actions
- Containerized Multi-Multi-tenant Test Platform
- Snyk Web App Live with Docker and the Uffizzi App Platform
- Apple silicon M1 Chips and Docker

Docker Captain: Ajey Singh Raina

Docker Captains are experts in their field and are passionate about sharing their knowledge with others. See how Ajey is contributing to the Docker community.

Get to Know Ajey Singh Raina

Captain Content

- Quantifying Your World with AI & Docker
- Lean Docker in a Month of Lunches
- How to use Docker Secure Scan Linux
- Captain’s Corner with Julie Lerman
- Project Dian: Docker Image Update Notifier

Chatting with Docker’s VP of Product

Watch the video as we chat with VP of Product, Donna Swinford, about all things Docker.

Virtual Events

- Upcoming and On-Demand Virtual Events
- Simply Hosting Your App in the Cloud with Uffizzi
- Workshops: Getting Started with Docker

Workshop: I Didn’t Know I Could Do That with Docker - AWS ECS Integration

Watch the on-demand workshop to see new features for Docker and AWS ECS.

Docker Community

Learn, connect and collaborate with millions of developers across the globe using Docker.

Join Community

Docker Blog

Check out the latest news, tips & tricks, how to guides, best practices and more from Docker experts.

Read More